
Am I My Brother's Keeper? 
By Helen Howard 

AM I MY BROTHER'S keeper? I have tO 
be. The poor people, who live just 
above the welfare and relief, have to 
Jive by that old saying, "I can see 
farther over the mountain than the 
man who is standing atop of it." We 
know and see the problems, because we 
have to live so close to them. We know 
that we have a sense of responsibility, 
and we (some of us) have tried to in
stiH some of the ambitions we could 
not realize into our children. Some of 
us feel that the entire situation is just 
hopeless, and it would be easier to just 
forget the whole thing, and live each 
day as it comes. 

Am I my brother's keeper? I have 
to be. Have you ever tried to send two 
children to college? At the same time? 
Well, I have, and most of the time I 
prayed during the day as I worked, 
and cried and prayed at night when I 
went to bed. 

Am I my brother's keeper? I have 
to be. We (the poor) know what the 
"nitty-gritty" poor is like. The "nitty
gritty" poor is the hopeless and bleak
ness we have to face night and day. 
You, the so-called middle class, and 
the rich, cannot begin to know how 
much harder we have to work, and 
still not accomplish a thing. How much 
braver we are, to withstand the hard
ships that are forced upon us. Did you 
know that the suicide rates among us, 
the poor people, are far less than 
those of the middle class or rich 
people? Sure we fight, curse, cut, shoot 
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and kill each other, but this is just 
another way for us to try to release 
some of the pressures of our everyday 
Jiving. 

Am I my brother's keeper? I have 
to be. When we apply for aid from the 
relief or the welfare, we get turned 
down. Why? Because we make too 
much money, so they say, or our hus
bands haven't been gone three months, 
or we haven't starved to death or been 
put outdoors yet. When we try to 
better ourselves, and apply for govern
ment jobs like the E.O.A., we get 
turned down because of our "poor 
credit ratings," or "our previous jail 
records." They expect us to have lived 
a spotless life, but how can we, living 
in places like these? We have to rob 
Peter to pay Paul, then we get unde
sirable credit ratings. We have to steal 
sometimes to keep the family from 
starving to death. We make the same 
mistakes other people make, but ours 
are held against us. You, who have 
never had to experience this, cannot 
begin to imagine what this hell is really 
like. You, middle class or rich people, 
can't know how hard it is to have to 
accept this fate; you can't imagine 
what we people who are just above the 
welfare and relief have to do just to 
try to meet some (not all) of our 
daily obligations. We try to make it, 
honestly we do; it's not a case of being 
"lazy" or not wanting things for our
selves, no matter what you have heard 
or what you may think. We do have 
dreams. We do have ambitions. 

Am I my brother's keeper? I have 
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